A person cannot stop eating a delicious snack until full of a snack bag of empty without consciousness; most people had this experience. The snack bag of the front of the design, which is attractive to people to buy, a load on the back has detailed the nutrition food label of a claim, and sounds are a perfect snack for us to enjoy our leisure time. "The food industry company of the slogan is profit." In recent years, delicious snacks are the most significant food industry for a corporate business to survive. Food industry marketing is enormous and dispersed worldwide; additionally, the food industry also produces various snacks for bringing the pleasure of eating to customers. The sounds are great. However, epidemiological studies have identified that chronic diseases are increasingly related to overeating snacks daily. The snack is delicious, which is undeniable. What drove a person to eat so fast and more? The answer is human instinct without human consciousness. It is the simplicity of the seemingly, but it is also a complex mechanism as human beings. That evoked people of mind how to mindfully and consciously eat to help people eat healthily.

People know that having a more healthy body and having more good experience in the lifetime. But the problem is many people are not consciously eating. When most people have a medical concern about determiner health, people always complain about how bad snacks are harming people of health by adding too many fats, sugar, and salts. As human beings need two types of foods, and physical food is to maintain body functions, the next, and food is the impression of food through people of five senses to exist. People of feelings of sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste tell people about the shape, texture, flavor, crispness, and food temperature. Those factors have an impact on what people are eating. When a person eats food consciously or unconsciously, it is primarily by how it looks, smells, tastes, feels, and even sounds. Today, many people are unconsciously eating food that is causing many problems with our health issues worldwide. People can see and smell food anywhere in people of a lifetime; as humans eat full of stomachs, humans should also be aware of a healthy body. That is why a human should focus on eating the snacks consciously, being mindful of satiety, and then deciding to begin and end eating. How to develop mindfulness skills to practice for achieving a healthy eating pattern? It takes time to learn and improve with practice. Consistently, train people to notice how feelings of hunger and satisfaction change when a person eats.

Society has been lucky enough to live this time; Technology is promptly developing; the community has various marketing food choices for enjoying the snacks. People should be grateful for the world and try to be mindful of eating to be healthy people.